In the 8 years since INTEGRAL has been in orbit many new high energy sources have been discovered with the gamma-ray coded-mask telescope IBIS/ISGRI. Here we report on the preliminary results obtained processing the ISGRI archive available to date with our own developed imaging software. Comparing our results with the published INTEGRAL catalogues we detect several new sources; we present a preliminary list of those newly discovered source for which we have found a counterpart by cross-correlating their position with catalogs at different wavelengths.
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Introduction
Two coded mask imagers are currently observing the sky in the hard X-ray domain: the IBIS [1] on board INTEGRAL satellite and the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) [2] onboard the Swift satellite.
In order to perform a systematic search for new hard X-ray sources in both the ISGRI and BAT survey data, we have developed a dedicated software, the BatImager, which has been designed to generate cleaned all-sky mosaics of a generic coded mask instrument in a very efficient and fast way. The main scientific results and source catalogs obtained analyzing with our software the BAT survey data have been reported in [3] and [4] ; here we present the imaging performance of our software applied to the IBIS/ISGRI data and a preliminary sample of the newly detected hard X-ray sources.
The code
For a detailed description of our software and the method used for skymap reconstruction, we refer reader to [5] ; here we underline that, in order to reduce systematic noise and improve the survey sensitivity, we have carefully optimized several aspects, in particular:
-the modeling of the non uniform detector background, -the computation pixel by pixels of the detection efficiency as a function of time, -the use of a coded mask model derived from the observed shadows of bright sources, -the accurate correction of detector pointing misalignment, -the calibration of the flux attenuation vs. off-axis and energy, -the computation and subtraction of the illumination patterns of all known sources. To avoid the problem of angular deformations present in any traditional 2D all-sky projections (e.g. AITOFF), our software accumulates the all-sky mosaics on an HEALPix (Hierarchical Equal Area iso-Latitude Pixelization) [6] spherical grid, particularly suitable to simplify any subsequent skymap analysis. Our all-sky mosaics are subdivided in ≈ 2.9 · 10 7 equal area sky pixels, corresponding to an angular resolution of ≈ 2.5 arcmin.
In order to verify that the all-sky mosaic maps obtained are suitable for searching new weak sources, two main aspects must be verified: the good removal of the ghosts of bright sources and the good uniformity and statistical distribution of the skymap background.
Ghost subtraction
Due to the periodicity of IBIS mask pattern, very significant side peaks (ghosts) appear in its Point Spread Function (PSF), the most significant located in a square (≈ 10.5 • half side) centered on the source position. If the illumination patterns of all known sources are not properly modeled and subtracted, the systematic residuals in the regions near bright sources could be strong enough to cause the detection of several fake sources.
To demonstrate the accuracy level obtained with our software in ghost subtraction, we show in Fig. 1 the 20-60 keV significance skymap of 25 • × 25 • regions around the four brightest sources; as it is clearly seen, there is no evidence of the cross-shaped or circular-shaped structures that are the typical characteristics of not well subtracted ghosts (see, e.g., [7] ).
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Detection of new sources in ISGRI survey data Figure 1 The 20-60 keV significance skymap regions (25 • × 25 • ) around the four brightest sources: Crab (5877σ , 2.63Ms), Sco X-1 (2348σ , 1.109Ms), Cyg X-1 (6045σ , 3.25Ms), and GRS 1915+105 (3105σ , 5.61Ms). The detection significance and the on-source corrected observing time, are indicated in brackets. There is no evidence of the typical structures generated by an imperfect subtraction of PSF ghosts.
Statistical distribution of mosaics noise
Due to residual systematics, the mosaic background can present large scale spatial structures that, although of small intensity, alter the statistical significance of the source detections.
To remove these structures, we measure the local statistic (mean value and variance) of the skymap (in regions much larger than the PSF and excluding sources), and rescale the skymaps values accordingly; in this way we obtain a cleaned sky image characterized by a uniform background with a S/N distribution that (excluding the contribution of sources) is consistent with a Gaussian with zero mean and unitary standard deviation; on these skymaps it is then possible to perform the statistically reliable detection of weak sources even in sky region with deep exposure. As an example, in Figure 2 we show the 20-60 keV significance skymap near the Galactic Center (16.24 Ms) and its statistical distribution. 
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Detection of new sources in ISGRI survey data 3. Search for Transient sources X-ray transients which are active during a small fraction of the observing time, may not be detectable in mosaics accumulated using all the available data. To perform a systematic search for these sources we generate a light curve for every pixel in the all-sky mosaics, and compute a few parameters that could indicate the presence of a transient source in that position, like e.g: -the total standard deviation of the S/N lightcurve -the best S/N obtainable integrating the light-curves in sub-intervals of any duration We then analyze the maps of these parameters searching for values not consistent with random fluctuations.
Of course, because of the non-uniform exposure and the different number of trials for each lightcurve, the statistical distribution of values in these maps is not gaussian and the shape and width of the distribution depend on the pixel position; pixels within a few degrees radius however have the same statistical distribution as they have very similar exposure and same number of lightcurve bins. For each source candidate we then accumulate the histogram of values in a small region centered on the pixel and fit it with an analytical function which is then used to compute the probability that the observed excess is due to a random fluctuation.
As an example of sources detected in this way, we show the case of the High Mass X-ray Binaries 2S 1553-542 and XTE J1543-568; these sources are not detected in the 20-60 keV significance mosaic accumulated using all the IBIS survey data publicly available to date (Fig. 3 left) , but their presence is clearly visible in a sky-map where the value in each pixel represents the total standard deviation of the S/N light curve of that pixel (Fig. 3 center) .
The lightcurves of these two sources (Fig. 3 right) clearly show their transient nature; in the short time intervals indicated, they are detected with a significance > 9σ . The ISGRI detection of 2S 1553-542 has never been previously reported. 
Survey analysis and a sample of the newly detected ISGRI sources
We analyzed the IBIS/ISGRI survey data publicly available to date (for a net observing time of ≈ 154 Ms) generating the all-sky mosaics in several energy ranges: 15-20 keV, 20-60 keV, 60-100 keV, 20-100 keV, 15-100 keV.
We have then cross-correlated the list of all the sources detected with a significance level > 5σ in our mosaics with the the 4th INTEGRAL/IBIS catalog [8] , obtaining a reduced list of 156 sources not listed there; among these, 17 have already been reported in [9] while the remaining 139 sources are new detections for the ISGRI instrument.
These new detections are partly due to the additional data we have used and partly due to the new techniques we have implemented; the full catalog and its analysis will be published in a forthcoming paper, here we only give a preliminary list of associations obtained by cross-correlating the list of the new detected sources with other catalogs.
To perform the cross-correlation we have preliminary measured the source localization error in our skymaps by using the offsets of known sources from their nominal position; we have obtained a 90% error radius R 90 = 3.1 arcmin for 5σ detections and verified that, for weak sources, it is inversely proportional to the source significance.
For each possible association we have also computed the probability of random association as given by
where d is the distance between the ISGRI detected source and the associated candidate, and ν the local density (computed in a disk of a few degree radius centered on the candidate) of objects in the catalog considered for association. A preliminary list of the likely optical associations we have found is given in Tab. 1, while in Tab. 2 we list associations with unidentified BAT sources [4] and in Tab. 3 associations with FERMI sources. Table 1 . A preliminary list of the new ISGRI detected hard X-ray sources for which we have found a likely optical counterpart; for each source we indicate its best detection significance, the angular distance (in arcmin) to the ISGRI position, the 90% error radius and the probability of random association. 
